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Wild Horse is an East Essex based band out of England. This trio
encompasses three young gentlemen who incorporate pop, classic rock,
punk, reggae, blue-eyed soul, dirty funk, rap, Latin and so much more into
their distinctive sound.
The band has recently released a new album called “When the Pool is
Occupied” an 18-track stunner that takes you on an emotional roller coaster
ride of boy meets girl, boy has a wonderful time, then breaks up with her,
enters a state of despair but finally moves on, hey I'm a musician girl get
over me!
There are some cool tracks on this album that have the word hit all over
them. A couple that stands out for me are “Freaky Together” and “Pornstar
Martini.” These songs are dance-able ear worms that would make any group
of party goers hit the floor.... especially once the Covid restrictions are over.
If there are a couple of songs that deserve to be on Top of the Pops these
two are right up there. Oh, did I mention the bass lines.... kick ass!!
Because this album has 18 tracks it is hard to pick one that is better than
another as music can be subjective and really comes down to taste. There
are a couple of songs that jump out at me for varied reasons. “Feel “is a
heart felt lament about wanting to open-up to newfound love and tugs at
the coat tails of hopeless romantics. The other song was “Breakthrough” it is
one of the longer songs on the album and has a feel of a ballad.

It fits the bill for easy listening and will keep a few high schoolers
comfortable during the dark times of adolescence.
Overall, a really good album, one honourable mention goes to the song
“Record Collection,” it pays homage to some of the classic artists of years
gone by. The chorus is catchy and for some reason takes me back to teenage
life of having fun with a new sweetheart on a Saturday night, a real back to
the future vibe. Good luck and best wishes to Wild Horse. You can follow
them at http://wildhorseuk.com/
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